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Abstract – The eyes are the most important facial landmarks
on human face, for both human computer communication and
face normalization. It is crucial to detect and locate the eyes
accurately. This paper introduces a novel and simple method for
eye localization. Based on the special gray lever distribution in
the eye region, the spectral residual model is exploited to extract
the rough eye region primarily. And then a coarse-to-fine
searching strategy is adopted to locate the exact eye position.
Compared with the Gabor transformation, the spectral residual
transformation is lower in computational cost and more accurate
in eye extraction. Some other experiments are carried out to
investigate its robustness on variations of pose, orientation, scale,
expression and illumination. More important, the proposed eye
extraction method can be easily incorporated in other eye
detection approaches as a combined processing module or
employed in a real-time application.
Index Terms - Eye localization, logarithmic spectrum, spectral
residual model.

I. INTRODUCTION
The eyes are exceedingly salient on human face, which
contain a great deal of information. They play important roles
in understanding and interpreting a person’s desires, needs and
emotional states. These properties could be exploited to
develop a large number of applications, e.g., multi-modal
human-computer interface (HCI), facial expression analysis,
driver awareness system [1]. Furthermore, over the last twenty
years or so, face recognition has become an actively
developing research field. The face in the input image must be
normalized to a standard size, location and orientation before
it is matched to database faces, and the accuracy of face
normalization affects greatly the following analysis of face
recognition. Currently such normalization is usually done by
using some geometrical measurements among facial features.
The eyes can be considered salient and relatively stable
features in comparison with other facial features, and
especially for their relatively constant interocular distance on
the face. When we detect facial features, it is advantageous to
detect eyes before the detection of other facial features [2, 3].
Therefore, the eye localization has a large impact on face
normalization and the performance of a face recognition
system. The following paragraphs summarize the various
methods that have been utilized so far in the filed of eye
detection.
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Many eye detection methods have been developed during
the last two decades. Generally speaking, eye detection can be
divided into eye position detection and eye contour detection
[2]. In this paper, eye detection means eye position detection
or eye localization. The image based passive approaches are
more widely used than the active infrared based approaches
for no extra equipment is needed, thus this paper just
concentrates on the former. Roughly speaking, there are three
major approaches for eye detection: template based
approaches, feature based approaches and appearance based
approaches [4].
In the template based approaches, representative methods
are deformable template based algorithms presented by Yuille
et al. [5] and extended by Lam and Yan [6]. In this method, a
generic eye model is designed first and the eye position can be
obtained through a recursive searching process. However, the
locating results are heavily affected by the eye model
initialization and the image contrast. Moreover, deformable
template suffers from two limitations. First, it is
computationally expensive. Second, the weighting factors for
energy terms have to be determined manually [4].
The feature based approaches explore the characteristics
of the eyes to identify some distinctive features around the
eyes. Projection function is widely used to locate the
landmarks (i.e., corner points) of an eye for its low
computational complexity and high effectiveness [7, 8]. It is
observed that some eye landmarks are with relatively high
contrast, such as the boundary points between eyelid and
eyeball. Some other published papers employ the color
distributions of the sclera and the flesh to extract the eye
region [9]. These techniques are mostly fast and effective.
However, these methods will fail if the eye is closed or
partially occluded by hair. The eyebrow and face orientation
may also degrade the performance of the discriminative
function. Its performance depends on the accuracy of
candidate eye window detection to a great extent.
The appearance based methods detect eyes based on face
patterns. In these approaches, Jee et al. [10] detected face and
eyes in such case that the eye objects were isolated from other
face objects using classifier, which was trained using SVM
(Support Vector Machine). Niu et al. [4] located eyes with
classifier using 2D cascade AdaBoost algorithm. ASM (Active
Shape Model) and AAM (Active Appearance Model) are also
used for eye localization in some works are published for
landmarks localization. However, to distinguish eyes from

other face objects, these methods usually need a large amount
of training data under different face orientations and different
illumination conditions before detection. And the geometric
characteristics of people of different races are largely different
that render this technique ineffective in practice.
Other methods that have been adopted for eye detection
include wavelets, principal component analysis, fuzzy logic,
neural networks, evolutionary computation and hidden
Markov models. To obtain a higher performance in various
applied environment, combination methods are usually
adopted in eye localization applications. The coarse-to-fine
searching strategy is a promising way in this field. It first
detects the eye window and then searches and locates the
precise eye position. The Gabor transformation is a common
used approach to extract eye region in the first stage, and some
encouraging works using this technique have been finished by
far [11]. However, the drawback of this approach is that the
algorithms based on the Gabor wavelets need heavy
computation and which limits its use in real-time application.
In this paper, we propose a fast and robust method for
eye localization. The method analyzes face image in statistical
spectral domain and then extracts features on the face. The
effect of the method is similar to the Gabor transformation in a
way. However, it is lower in computational cost and more
accurate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the spectral residual model in detail. In
section III, the process of eye localization based on spectral
residual model is briefly illustrated. Experimental results are
given and analyzed in Section IV and conclusions are made in
Section V.
II. SPECTRAL RESIDUAL MODEL
Hou and Zhang presented the spectral residual method
for salient object detection in [12]. In the paper, they applied
the model to statistical scene analysis and tried to draw the
biological relevance to human vision through multiple
experimental studies. Their work laid emphasis on this attempt.
We do not continue their efforts on simulating human
preattentive vision functionally. However, we are just inspired
by the spectral residual model of images. The model is
described as follows.
First, the spectral residual model adopts the logarithmic
spectrum representation of an image. The logarithmic
spectrum L(F) can be obtained by
(1)
L( F ) = log( M ( F )),
where M(F) denotes the Fourier spectrum of the image.
To our knowledge, the logarithmic spectral amplitude
method can be traced back to [13] developed by Ephraim and
Malah, was proved very efficient in reducing musical residual
noise phenomena for speech enhancement. It was then used
for extracting the information on the echo of organ tissues
from a preprocessed input image in the field of ultrasonic
imaging [14]. In these cases, the power spectrum is, moreover,
almost always represented on a logarithmic scale. When the
gain applied to a signal varies, the shape of the logarithmic
power spectrum is preserved; the spectrum is simply shifted
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up or down. Because of this translation invariant property, an
“innovation component” which appears as convolutional
effect on the waveform and as multiplicative effect on the
linear power spectrum, becomes simply additive constant on
the logarithmic power spectrum [15]. Now the logarithmic
spectral amplitude method is very useful in a variety of signal
and image processing applications [16-20].
Given an image of size M×N, let I(x,y) be the gray level
distribution of the image. As we are only concerned with
digital images, we restrict this discussion to the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT). The definition of the Discrete
Fourier Transform is given by the equation

F (u , v ) =

1
MN

M −1 N −1

¦ ¦ I ( x, y ) e

− j 2π ( ux / M + vy / N )

,

(2)

x =0 y = 0

where u = 0, 1, 2, …, M-1 and v = 0, 1, 2, …, N-1.
The input image I(x,y) is the spatial domain equivalent.
The output F(u,v) of the transform represents the image in the
frequency domain. The image in the spatial and frequency
domain is of the same size. In order to decrease the number of
required computations, we employ the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to compute the DFT.
Note that I(x,y) is the image and is real, but F(u,v)
(abbreviate as F) is the DFT and is complex. Generally, F is
represented by its magnitude M(F) and phase P(F) rather that
its REAL and IMAGINARY parts, where:
(3)
M ( F ) = REAL ( F ) 2 + IMANIARY ( F ) 2 ,
(4)
P ( F ) = arctan( REAL( F ) / IMANIARY ( F )).
The averaged curve of logarithmic spectra indicates a
local linearity and it is approximated by convolution operation
(5)
A( F ) = hn ∗ L( F ) ,
where hn is an n×n matrix defined by
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The spectral residual R(F) is defined as follows:

R( F ) = L( F ) − A( F ).

(6)
Therefore the spectral residual R(F) can be obtained by
(1), (2), (3), (5) and (6). Finally, R(F) is transformed back to
the spatial domain by
(7)
S ( x, y ) = abs ( −1 exp( R ( F ) + i ∗ P( F ))}),

{

where  {<} denotes the inverse Fourier transform.
Up till now, the spectral residual representation of the
input image I(x,y) is derived as S(x,y). The output image S(x,y)
should be smoothed with a Gaussian filter in order to achieve
better effect of features extraction. We name the above whole
transformation process as Spectral Residual Transformation
(SRT). The output image of SRT is named Spectral Residual
Image (SRI) in the rest of this paper. Fig. 1 shows original
face image, transformed results by SRT and by the Gabor
transformation, respectively. The sample face image is
−1

selected from FERET database.

potential left or right eye region. So far, we extract the
relatively precise eye regions using the method based on the
residual spectral model, which is called SReye method in the
rest of this paper.

(b)
(c)
 (a)
Fig. 1 Original face image and its transformed images. (a) Original image. (b)
Corresponding spectral residual image. (c) The original image convoluted
with a horizontal-orientation and fifth-scale Gabor kernel.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
Fig. 3 Eye region extraction. (a) Original image. (b) SRI. (c) Binarization in
the limited region. (d) Vertical projection curve and eye region extraction.

III. EYE LOCALIZATION METHOD
Recently, face detection technique has become mature, so
we prefer to implement eye localization after obtaining the
face image rather than detect eye directly. We first detect face
based on Viola’s boosted cascade algorithm [21] and then start
eye detection on the assumption that the face has already been
accurately detected. The flowchart of our method is shown in
Fig. 2.
Face detection
and segmentation

Eye region
extraction

Fine eye
localization

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed eye localization method based on spectral
residual model.

A. Eye region extraction
Based on the spectral residual model, the eye region can
generally be segmented by following steps:
1) SRT: input an image, implement spectral residual
transformation and output the SRI.
2) Binarization: convert SRI to a binary image by
thresholding. We use single threshold to segment the eye
region roughly. The threshold lever can be decided by
empirical way. The selection of threshold is a trade-off
problem between false alarm and neglect of eye regions.
3) Morphological processes: in order to detect the eye
region precisely, we employ binary dilation and erosion to
expand the eye region. Then we remove all connected
components (regions) that have fewer pixels from a binary
image.
4) Integral projection: according to the prior structure
knowledge of a face image, we assume that the eyes region
locates in the rectangle area in the relative position of a face
image. For example, in Fig. 3, we assume that the eyes locate
in the rectangle area whose top is H/3 from the top of the
image and its bottom is H/3 from the bottom of the image (H
is the height of the image). In the binary image, we perform
integral projection within the rectangle area in vertical
direction. We can separate the left half face region from the
right half face region roughly due to analyzing the vertical
projection curve. And then we do integral projection in
horizontal direction within the left and the right half face
region, respectively.
5) Segment the eye region: search maximum connected
regions in the left half face region and the right half face
region respectively. We refer to the integral projection curve
and usually consider the maximum connected region as the
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B. Fine eye localization
Generally, we can consider the center of the rectangles
derived above as the location of eyes, for the exciting eye
region extraction performance of proposed spectral residual
model. But if we want to achieve more accurate effect of eye
localization, we should employ other techniques, e.g., a simple
integral projection function is introduced in this paper. In Fig.
4, we illustrate this coarse-to-fine strategy by applying integral
projection function to a previously extracted eye region. We
can obtain two integral projection curves in vertical and
horizontal directions, for the pupil and iris are darker than the
sclera, eyelid or skin in gray scale distribution image. We
search the peak of the integral projection curve from the two
ends to the middle to determine the edge of iris region, and the
corresponding position is considered as a more accurate
location of eye.
x

y
Fig. 4 Using integral projection function to locate the x-coordinate and ycoordinate of the eye.

In this section, a general eye localization method is
introduced by using a face image chosen from the ORL face
Database. For better effect of visual illustration, this face
image is not cropped to a local face image such as the Fig.
1(a), which contains no ear and few hairs. In fact, it is easy to
get more precise local face image by means of current face
detection algorithms. In this case, our eye localization method
would perform better and need less other additional processes.
And if we combine the SReye method with another more
complex method in the second stage, the overall performance
of eye localization could be improved.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
The SReye algorithm is proved very simple and effective
by the above illustration. Note that the SReye algorithm can
extract eye region precisely without the interference of

eyebrow, which appears as a common problem when using
complexion model or the Gabor transformation model to
extract eye regions. With these algorithms, separating eye
from eyebrow is often an intractable task. In order to compare
the performance of the SReye algorithm and that of the Gabor
transformation, we take Fig. 1 for example, and the results are
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows that the eye regions extracted
by the SReye algorithm exclude eyebrow. Fig. 5(b) shows that
the eye regions extracted by the Gabor transformation include
parts of eyebrow.
Furthermore, because of the lower computational cost,
the SReye algorithm is faster than the Gabor transformation.
In order to compare the computational cost of the two
algorithms, we test their time performances on a PC equipped
with a Intel Pentium IV 1.8G CPU and a 256MB RAM. We
program the two algorithms and run them using Microsoft
Visual C++ 6.0 development environment which runs on a
Window desktop operating system. The size of the sample
face image is 92×112. The SRT processing takes about 12ms.
On the contrary, the same sample image is convoluted with
one Gabor kernel and this operation takes about 55ms,
practically more than one Gabor kernels are needed in the
literature.

that our SReye algorithm is rotation and scale invariant too. In
order to test this assumption, the face image on the upper left
of Fig. 6 is rotated by 90° and reduced to 1/4 of the original
size. Then the SReye algorithm is applied to test them
respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 7, which prove the
orientation and scale invariance of our SReye algorithm. In
contrast, the convolution kernel should be adjusted to the
orientation variance of face image when the Gabor
transformation is employed, and the adjustment usually
couldn’t be fulfilled automatically.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 7 Robustness of the SReye algorithm on orientation and scale
variance.

In order to evaluate the performance of the SReye
algorithm, we choose 1500 images from FERET database [23]
to build the experimental test set, which consists of face
images with different illumination, pose and facial expression.
The experimental result achieves high accuracy over 95%.
Some correctly located samples are given in Fig. 8.
Experimental results show that our method can accurately
locate the eyes, and is robust to variations of face pose,
expression and illumination.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5 Results of the two algorithms applied to the sample face image (a) Face
under mask of binary SRI. (b) Face under mask of binary Gabor
transformation image.

Other experiments are carried out to assess how robust
the SReye algorithm is by various face images. In order to
investigate the performance of the SReye model across
variation of face pose, Fig. 6 is given to show the results of the
SRT. It shows that eye region can be highlighted regardless of
the changes of the face pose.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 6 Four face poses and their SRI. (a) Turn right. (b) Turn left. (c) Tilt up.
(d) Tilt down.

As is well known that, the Fourier domain is rotated
according to rotation of the input image and then the Fourier
image can be re-transformed to the spatial domain, so the
Fourier transform allows for rotation and scale invariance.
Combined with the logarithmic transform, also rotation and
scale invariance can be achieved. Therefore, we can expect
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Fig. 8 Eyes are correctly located.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel eye localization method
based on spectral residual model. First, the gray scale face
image is transformed by the spectral residual model. Second,
the eye region is extracted from the face image. Subsequently,
a simple integral projection approach is employed to locate the
exact eye position. Even though the SRT algorithm is simple,
the results are promising and could be further improved by
combination with more powerful techniques. Some sample
face images are also given to illustrate its robustness of eye
extraction across rotation, orientation and scale variance. Our
method makes no use of memory, training or a database. More
important, it can be easily incorporated in other approaches as
a front-end filter or exploited in a time-constrained application
of eye localization.
This paper describes work in progress and experimental
results are limited but encouraging. Further experiments
attempt to quantify the limits of the technique. Also several

technical details must be resolved to provide improved results.
It is also a promising way to combine this method with other
sophisticated methods in order to improve eye localization
jointly.
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